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Abstract. Today business processes often exceed organizational bound-
aries and the participants may not fully trust each other. In the past, this
trust was guaranteed solely through legal contracts. To digitally estab-
lish trust without requiring a trusted third party, Blockchain technology
together with Smart Contracts is used to ensure that involved organiza-
tions can not break their agreements. This experience report introduces a
workflow enforcement method for a particular use case, the certification
of the construction of industrial plants. The method comprises the mod-
elling of the workflow, the verification of the models and the translation
into Smart Contracts.
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1 Introduction

Globalization, novel technologies, fast-changing environments, the need for cost
reduction, and the rapid evolution of information and communication tech-
nologies introduce challenges for enterprises, which are tackled by the cross-
organizational collaboration between organizations, as stated in [9]. Establish-
ing such cross-organizational collaboration requires the involved enterprises to
specify the different interoperations and a common goal beforehand. This can
be done by modelling these cooperative processes.

Already in 1998, before emergence of mature business process modelling stan-
dards, like BPMN, van der Aalst suggested how inter-organizational workflows
could be modelled and verified. In [18], he describes the concept of loosely cou-
pled workflow processes, which use asynchronous communication. A workflow
consists of one or more processes, each one assigned to a given organization. The
processes operate independently from each other but synchronize at specified
points to ensure the correct execution of the whole workflow. However, in the
same paper van der Aalst did not provide any details on how such an approach
can be implemented in practice.
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Inter-organizational business processes require a certain level of trust between
the participating organizations. This trust is traditionally guaranteed solely
through legal contracts, which specify a collection of responsibilities and obli-
gations agreed upon all participating parties. With emergence of Blockchain,
Smart Contracts assure that involved organizations cannot break their agree-
ments and therefore, serve as a machine enforceable and verifiable protocol for
inter-organizational workflows. This establishes trust between the participating
parties without requiring a trusted third party.

This experience report demonstrates how to digitalize a cross-organizational
business process on the basis of the use case “Certification of the Construction of
Industrial Plants”. Coloured Petri Net modelling notation is used to capture and
verify inter-organizational business processes. It serves as a base for the imple-
mentation of Smart Contracts running in the Hyperledger Fabric environment.
Petri Nets are easy to understand and use, and offer formal semantics and anal-
ysis techniques. Therefore, different behavioural properties can be analysed and
verified. Implementing the business process as Smart Contracts on a Blockchain
enforces all involved parties to execute the workflow correctly. Since we require
that the identity of the participants is known and secured, a private permissioned
Blockchain is used to implement the use case. In this experience report we dis-
cuss an approach on how to enforce cross-organizational business processes, and
we present the lessons learned to be considered by the practitioners in the future.

The report is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the use case is described.
Section 3 presents the background to this work: we compare different Workflow
Modelling Languages and introduce private permissioned Blockchain networks.
The workflow enforcement method, comprising the modelling of the use case,
the verification of the models, the translation into Smart Contracts and the
evaluation of the Smart Contracts, is described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, encountered
problems and best practices are discussed. Related work is presented in Sect. 6
and conclusions drawn from this experience report and an outlook to future work
are described in Sect. 7.

2 Use Case: Certification of the Construction of
Industrial Plants

Particular industrial plants, designed and built under the global supervision
of a company called the EPC (abbreviation for Engineering, Procurement and
Construction), require a certification by a governmental entity. In this report we
take a detailed look at the certification process for a power plant, which is also
valid in other types of industrial construction. The certification process requires
the governmental body to issue approvals throughout the different stages of
the power plant functional safety life cycle (consisting of design, fabrication,
mounting, commissioning and test approval). In Fig. 1 we illustrate high-level
phases of the life cycle.

In each step of the process, multiple documents are sent to the governmental
body, that checks the documents, if needed asks for revisions and eventually
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Fig. 1. High-level phases of the industrial plant functional safety life cycle

issues a certificate with its statement. This process includes different parties
with different goals. Therefore, various steps of the process should be secured, to
assure to all parties that the others execute the workflow correctly, and therefore,
certain invariants (safety properties in the sense of temporal logic) hold. In case
one of those invariants does not hold, all parties should be able to ascertain the
responsible entity. Digitalizing this certification process results in an acceleration
of the overall certification process, a secure management of all versions of the
published documents, an easy search through the documents, a clear overview
of all requirements and tasks during the entire plant life cycle, and finally, a
paperwork reduction.

The following stakeholders are involved in the certification process. The
Owner issues the plant, checks that the participating parties proceed correctly,
and gives its approval throughout the entire life cycle. EPC 1 represents the ser-
vice provider, which designs and builds the industrial plant. In our case, the
EPC was represented by Siemens AG. NOBO, short for Notified Body, is a gov-
ernmental agency responsible for examining and eventually approving the result
of different stages of the construction of the industrial plant throughout the
overall plant life cycle. In our case, the participating NOBO was TÜV Rhein-
land. Manufacturer produces parts of a component and delivers them to EPC.
The certification process, described in this experience report, is an industrial
standard.

1 https://www.marquard-bahls.com/de/news-info/glossar/detail/term/epc-engineer
ing-procurement-and-construction.html.

https://www.marquard-bahls.com/de/news-info/glossar/detail/term/epc-engineering-procurement-and-construction.html
https://www.marquard-bahls.com/de/news-info/glossar/detail/term/epc-engineering-procurement-and-construction.html
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3 Background

3.1 Modelling Inter-organizational Workflows

A workflow can be defined as a set of activities or tasks, which is executed by
certain entities, see [8]. The participating entities execute the workflow according
to a defined set of rules to achieve, or contribute to an overall goal, as described
in [6]. If the workflow is constructed to achieve business goals, it is also called
business process. An inter-organizational business process is a workflow which
involves multiple different, untrusted parties. To define such a business process
Workflow Modelling Languages (WML) can be used. WMLs give the opportunity
to not only define a workflow, but verify its correctness. A workflow is called
correct, when it achieves its pre-defined goals by executing the defined partially
ordered set of activities.

YAWL, BPMN, UML activity diagrams and Petri Nets are four WMLs, which
are evaluated in this section. YAWL2 (Yet Another Workflow Language, see [16]),
inspired by Petri Nets, offers various workflow patterns, like basic control flow
patterns, advanced branching and synchronization patterns, structural patterns
and cancellation patterns. Since YAWL does not support PNML (Petri Net
Markup Language), the possibility to export and import nets from/into differ-
ent tools is very restricted. Since BPMN 3 (Business Process Modelling Nota-
tion) and UML activity diagrams lack a complete formal semantics and analysis
techniques, the papers [3,12,13] suggest mapping workflow modelling languages,
which lack rigorous semantics, to Petri Nets.

An ordinary Petri Net (P/T-Net) is a directed graph, in which the nodes are
places or transitions, and the arcs connect places to transitions or vice versa.
Informally, places can be seen as local states and transitions as local activities.
Additionally, tokens mark the current state of the Net. A Coloured Petri Net
(CPN) is a combination of a Petri Net and a programming language, called
Standard ML. Petri Nets allow the definition of concurrency, control structures,
synchronization and communication. The addition of Standard ML extends this
definition with the ability to specify colour sets (data types) and markings,
arc expressions and guards. For further definition and a concrete example see
[7]. Petri Nets are easy to understand and use, and offer formal semantics and
analysis techniques. Therefore, different behavioural properties can be analysed
and verified. That is the main reason why Petri Nets are preferred to other
modelling languages. Petri Nets are general, easy and abstract models, but on
the same time very clean semantics.

3.2 Private Permissioned Blockchain Networks

Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) enable a verifiable and transparent way
to enforce an inter-organizational business process. It implements a decentralized

2 http://yawlfoundation.org/.
3 http://yoann.nogues.free.fr/IMG/pdf/07-04 WP Intro to BPMN - White-2.pdf.

http://yawlfoundation.org/
http://yoann.nogues.free.fr/IMG/pdf/07-04_WP_Intro_to_BPMN_-_White-2.pdf
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record of transactions. Blockchain is a particular type of DLTs. A blockchain is
a replicated and distributed data structure, called ledger, that verifies and stores
transactions occurring in a peer-to-peer network, as defined in [14]. The ledger
is a timestamped list of blocks. Each block contains multiple transactions, is
identified by its cryptographic hash and has a reference to the previous block’s
hash. This results in a linear, chronological chain of blocks. Each change on
a block results in a change of the block’s hash. This results in an immutable
ledger, which allows the storage of transactions/assets in a tamper-proof way.
Since each node holds a copy of the ledger, all nodes are able to verify all prior
transactions. This decentralization grants transparency about every transaction
for all participants of the network. Private permissioned Blockchain technologies,
which restrict the participation in the network and the access to assets within
the network, enforce access control. This enables a trustless network, conceding
a transaction between parties, who do not trust each other, described in [2].

4 Workflow Enforcement Method

In order to digitalize the certification process for the construction of power plants,
the following steps are performed (Fig. 2). First, the use case is modelled using
a Workflow Modelling Language. In the second step, the derived models are
translated into one coherent model to verify its correctness. Third, the model is
translated into Smart Contracts in Hyperledger Fabric, and in the fourth and
last step, the Smart Contract functionality is validated in regard to the model,
which was verified in the second step.

Fig. 2. Overview of our method

4.1 Modelling of the Workflow

The first step for the digitalization of the certification process was modelling
the workflow. Four workshops each with three representatives from the involved
organizations are performed; two domain experts from the company, in charge
of the design and construction of the power plant, and one expert from a govern-
mental authority. We, as researchers and facilitators, analysed several aspects of
the process together with the domain experts: the different stages of the safety
life cycle, the involved parties, the documents to be certified by the governmental
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entity, and the overall workflow. Since this initial modelling phase required par-
ticipation of domain experts, who are not IT experts, ordinary P/T-Nets were
used to make sure the models are easy to understand and adapt.

Dealing with an inter-organizational business process, van der Aalst’s method
was used for modelling and verifying this type of workflows; the concept of
loosely coupled processes, which use asynchronous communication. This method
is described in [18], and explained in more detail in [5]. Using this concept, shared
places were introduced to the P/T-Nets. This can be seen as an assumption-
commitment specification of a contract, which defines the interfaces between the
participating parties. In the later implementation only those interfaces are known
by everyone, internal business logic stays secret. Therefore, the confidentiality of
internal states and processes by all participants is guaranteed, but nevertheless
there is an understanding that a certain activity has been done but not how
it has been done. Additionally, special operators (i.e. XOR-Joins/Splits) were
added to enable decision-making in the Net.

Since the tasks of the certification process of a power plant are bound to doc-
uments, only the publication of the so-called documentation packages were mod-
elled. The tool WoPeD was used to model the different stages of the certification
process in ordinary P/T-Nets with special operators and shared places exten-
sion. After two workshops with the domain experts two meta-models emerged.
Those meta-models were applied to all models of the different stages of the
life cycle. This resulted in 7 models (Plant Design, System Design, Component
Design, Fabrication, Mounting, Commissioning, Test Approval), 200 places and
83 transitions. Since a plant consists of multiple systems, which consist of mul-
tiple components, and each component is composed of several parts, an overall
model was introduced to represent the parallel execution of designing the systems
and components, manufacturing the different parts of a component, mounting
the components, running each system, and finally combining the systems and
running the whole plant.

4.2 Workflow Verification

Extending the ordinary P/T-Nets with shared places and special operators, the
Petri Nets could not be verified by the tool WoPeD. Therefore, the Petri Nets,
resulting from the initial modelling process, were translated to Coloured Petri
Nets and verified in CPN Tools supporting these two extensions (special oper-
ators and shared places). During the translation from P/T-Nets to a CPN, the
Net was verified for its behavioural correctness through the token game (sim-
ulation), which already eliminated several errors. To verify the resulted CPN,
the state space (reachability graph) of the Net was calculated in CPN Tools. A
report was generated from the calculated state space in CPN Tools and analysed
in regard to the following properties:

1. Termination: The report contains at least one dead marking, which is also a
home marking. (A marking is called dead if it does not enable any transition
in the Net. A home marking is reachable from each marking of the reachability
graph.)
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2. Deadlock-freeness: The overall state space is finite.
3. Boundness and Safeness: The upper bound of each place is 1.
4. Soundness: The report contains only one dead marking.

The first state space, calculated from the finished CPN, was infinite and there-
fore, only the partial state space was presented in the first report (Fig. 4). The
state space was calculated for ten minutes, which resulted in a state space with
almost 300000 nodes. Four unbound places (Fig. 3) and over 500 dead-markings
existed.
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Fig. 3. Statistics about unbound places

Fixing the discovered unbound places, resulted in a finite state space with
186 nodes, 225 arcs and two dead markings (final report in Fig. 4). Analyzing the
generated state space for the before defined properties resulted in the following:
the CPN model terminates, is deadlock-free, holds no unbound places, and is
therefore bound. The Net is not sound, since the state space contains two dead
markings. Since both markings are valid end states, only distinguished by the
placement of tokens in the final places, no further adjustments were made to the
model.

4.3 Implementation of the Solution Using Hyperledger Fabric

Cross-organizational business processes require a certain level of trust between
the involved organizations. This trust, traditionally guaranteed solely through
legal contracts, can be established through the use of Blockchain, together with
Smart Contracts. Smart Contracts assure that involved organizations cannot
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break their agreements and therefore, serve as a machine enforceable and ver-
ifiable protocol for inter-organizational workflows. Implementing the business
process as Smart Contracts on a Blockchain enforces all involved parties to exe-
cute the workflow correctly and therefore, establishes trust between all workflow
participants without requiring a trusted third party. The following requirements
were considered in the choice of a suitable Blockchain platform. All partici-
pants of the network must be identifiable at any time. Unauthorized access of
non-involved organizations must be prevented. Privacy and confidentiality of
transactions and data must be guaranteed at all times. The private permis-
sioned Blockchain platform Hyperledger Fabric supports all before mentioned
requirements, and is therefore used to implement the use case.

The CPN model was manually translated into Chaincode using Golang and
the IBM Blockchain Platform4 extension in Visual Studio Code. Interfaces,
involving the publication of documents, were extracted from the CPN model
and the surrounding transitions were examined. Internal places and transitions,
framing the interfaces, were merged to one transition. Figure 5 displays the orig-
inal part of the CPN model covering the publication of the Plant Design docu-
mentation package by EPC.

The internal places and transitions (creating, processing and publishing the
documentation package) were merged to one atomic transition (Fig. 6). This
transition is only representing the publication of the documentation package
itself. This ensures that the internal processes and states of each participant
in the workflow, and later in the Blockchain, are kept secret. The transition
is surrounded by incoming/outgoing places, constituting the before extracted
interfaces. The incoming places are named preconditions, whereas the outgoing

4 https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=IBMBlockchain.ibm-block
chain-platform.

https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=IBMBlockchain.ibm-blockchain-platform
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=IBMBlockchain.ibm-blockchain-platform
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Fig. 5. Part of the CPN model covering the publication of the plant design

places are postconditions, see Fig. 6. All pre- and postconditions are represented
as interfaces in the CPN model. In the end, all interfaces constituting pub-
lished documents were represented in the Smart Contracts, which determined a
sequence of tasks.

Fig. 6. Simplification of the publication of the plant design

For simplicity, LevelDB, a simple key-value store, was used. Additional to
LevelDB, composite keys were created to be able to improve the search through
the database. Only a Document structure was stored in the ledger; the actual
documentation packages were stored off-chain, in a separate database. The Doc-
ument structure contained a hash of the published documentation package, as
well as a link to the actual documents.

The IBM Blockchain Platform extension provides a fast way to write, debug
and test Chaincode in Hyperledger Fabric without the requirement of an elabo-
rate network setup.
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4.4 Validation of the Solution

To evaluate that the Smart Contracts implement the workflow correctly, the
token game was run on the model, which resulted in a set of executed tasks,
together with their initial and current, local markings. These tuples were put
into logical orders:

– Prerequisites:
publish(FeasibilityStudy) → SUCCESS

– Positive test case:
published(FeasibilityStudy),
publish(PlantDesign) → SUCCESS

– Negative test case:
¬published(FeasibilityStudy),
publish(PlantDesign) → ERROR

The resulting orders were manually translated into unit tests, which were
run against the Smart Contracts. The partial state of the Net should be equal
to the current state of the ledger.

Formulating unit tests from the extracted logic resulted in 87 tests with a
test coverage of 44.4%. To cover also simple checks for wrongly inserted (num-
ber of) arguments, additional unit tests were formulated. A regression test was
written to cover the overall execution. The written tests cover 56.6% of all state-
ments. Certain error cases (i.e. JSON encoding/decoding failures, errors while
getting/putting Document structures from/on the ledger) were not considered
in the unit tests, which explains the low test coverage.

5 Results and Discussion

The introduced method is a new approach of digitalizing cross-organizational
business processes, displayed in Fig. 7. In the first step of digitalizing the “Certi-
fication of the Construction of Industrial Plants”, the workflow of the certifica-
tion of a power plant was modelled as a simple P/T-Net with extensions that are
required for this process. This first modelling process included domain experts
from multiple participating organizations. Using ordinary P/T-nets, together
with the tool WoPeD, during the initial modelling phase was well-received by all
participating entities. With their simplicity on the one hand and formal seman-
tics on the other, Petri Nets were accepted from all involved stakeholders. We
explained the semantics of Petri Nets to the domain experts while running the
token game. Consequently, the domain experts described Petri Nets as “easy to
understand and adjust”.

In the second step, the resulting P/T-Nets were translated to CPN and ver-
ified in CPN Tools. During the process of translating the simple P/T-Nets into
a CPN, the model was verified by simulation (token game) and calculation of
the partial state space (reachability graph). The finished Net was then veri-
fied by calculating and analysing the whole state space. Behavioural properties
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(i.e. termination, deadlock-freeness, boundness and soundness), which should
be fulfilled by the Net, were specified beforehand. Since the specified proper-
ties were not fulfilled, the CPN was adapted accordingly. Using Petri Nets as a
modelling language for cross-organizational business processes, enables a formal
verification of the workflow from early stages of the modelling process on.

In this experience report, application specific properties for the models were
not considered in the verification process. This should be done in future work
to guarantee not only behavioural properties, but make sure that the business
process is modelled in the intended way. In our case, an application specific
property would look like the following: “the system design phase can only be
entered after the plant design is finished and accepted by NOBO”.

After the Net fulfilled all properties, a suitable Blockchain platform was cho-
sen and the CPN model was translated into Smart Contracts. To evaluate that
the Smart Contracts implement the workflow correctly, the token game was run
on the model and the resulted current markings were translated into logical
orders, which were then translated into unit tests. These unit tests were run
against the Smart Contracts. It was checked that the partial state of the Net
was equal to the current state of the ledger. Translating the extracted logic into
unit tests and running them against the Smart Contracts, resulted in a low test
coverage, since edge and error cases are not considered in the calculated state
space. Therefore, additional unit and regression tests were formulated.

Running the resulted Smart Contracts on Hyperledger Fabric ensures that all
participating stakeholders execute the workflow correctly and therefore, estab-
lishes trust between the participants.

Although this method, including the elaborate modelling process takes time
and contains multiple revisions, the method, introduced in this report, supports
a correct implementation of the cross-organizational business process. Unfortu-
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nately, a model often cannot represent every detail of the workflow. Therefore,
information that is not captured by the model has to be recorded in textual
form, can not be verified and has to be considered in the implementation and
testing phase additionally.

In case of a change in the model, the Smart Contracts are easily adaptable.
Backwards compatibility is not guaranteed. Also, once the Smart Contracts are
running, they can’t be updated, since in our case keys to get earlier performed
transactions from the ledger are saved locally by each node in the Blockchain
network and depend on the currently running Smart Contracts. This approach
does not force all participants to use the same SDK, but gives each stakeholder
the flexibility to use any technology they want behind the API.

6 Related Work

In [4], the authors demonstrate the use of Blockchain technology in the context
of inter-organizational business processes for the use case of a documentary letter
of credit. Unfortunately, no method was introduced to specify a workflow. Since
we are dealing with a large workflow, a method to specify the workflow and
translate this specification into Smart Contracts is necessary. Routis investigates
the use of Case Management Modelling and Notation for collaborative processes
[15]. A method on how to translate the defined processes in Smart Contracts
is not given. The authors in [11] introduce the notion of Enforceable Business
Processes (EBP), a cooperative stable process, managed by multiple mutually
independent organizations with a common goal. Challenges regarding running
EBPs as Smart Contracts are analysed. A method on how to map such processes
onto Smart Contracts is not introduced.

Caterpillar [10] and Lorikeet [17] translate BPMN to Solidity. Caterpillar
is an open-source Business Process Management System running on Ethereum.
Models in BPMN are translated to Solidity with the compilation tools provided
by Caterpillar. Furthermore, the execution engine enables the deployment of
the generated Smart Contract by the compilation tools, as stated in [10]. Lori-
keet is a model-driven engineering tool to implement business processes on a
Blockchain, described in [17]. The tools create Solidity Smart Contract code
from BPMN specifications, which is demonstrated by an industrial use case.
These tools restrict the modelling of the business process to BPMN. Since we
use Petri Nets to model our use case, because of the above mentioned advantages,
those systems are not applicable.

Nakamura presents in [1] a similar approach to ours. Defining the cross-
organizational business processes in statecharts, applying statechart reduction
algorithms to optimize the size of the statechart and generating software arti-
facts, Smart Contracts, running on Blockchain. Since we are dealing with an
inter-organizational business process that comprises obligations which are agreed
upon by all parties beforehand, a reduction of the size of the specified workflow,
and therefore, a possible loss of information, is not permitted. Furthermore, stat-
echarts lack formal semantics and therefore, can not be formally verified. The
proposed solution in [1] does not include a verification of the statecharts.
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7 Conclusion

Today business processes often exceed organizational boundaries and therefore,
trust between the organizations that participate in this process has to be estab-
lished. In the past, this trust was guaranteed solely through legal contracts. To
digitally establish trust without requiring a trust third party, Blockchain tech-
nology together with Smart Contracts is used to ensure that involved organiza-
tions can not break their agreements. Smart Contracts can serve as a machine
enforceable and verifiable protocol for inter-organizational workflows. This expe-
rience report introduced a solution on how to model, verify and implement an
enforcement of cross-organizational business processes. This was done on the
basis of the use case “Certification of the Construction of Industrial Plants”.
Using different types of Petri Nets and verifying the resulted models in CPN
Tools, assured the correct representation of the workflow. The verified models
were then translated into Smart Contracts, which were evaluated based on the
simulation and reachability graph of the models.

To enhance the outcome of this report, the following points could be consid-
ered in the future. Building a generator that generates Smart Contracts from
Petri Nets, Coloured Petri Nets in particular, could improve the cost for the
method introduced in this report. Furthermore, versioning and updating the
Smart Contracts have to be improved, and the admissibility of the ledger and
the published documents as evidence in a court of law should be researched.
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